
BIRLA PUBLIC SCHOOL GANGANAGAR
CONTINUOUS LEARNING EVALUATION - I

Session 2022-23
Class - UKG

Dear Parent,
It has been advised that evaluation can be done by taking all the aspects of a child into consideration rather
than evaluating them from academic aspects as per NEP 2020. BPSG is emphasising that the word
‘examination’ should not be in the minds of young children and to eliminate that we solely focus on the
activity based integrated learning for the holistic development of each student. Hence, this is the time to
recapitulate/revise before moving further but in a joyful manner through learning by doing methodology.
The assessment of the child will be based on different parameters: Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing
skills during regular classes for the continuous development of cognitive, conative and affective domains of
the students.

Sr.
No.

Subject Syllabus

1. English

Cursive letter ‘Aa’ to ‘Hh’, Short vowel sound ‘a’, ‘e’, Use of ‘a’ and ‘an’
Rhyme - Rhyme- Kookaburra sits on the old gum tree, - A little bird and I, You are my
sunshine, Old Macdonald had a farm

2. Hindi
दो, तीन, चार वर् वाले शब, 'आ', 'इ' की माता वाले शब, कवितािाचन- पेड़लगाओ,
वचवड़याघर,पारारीा, गर्

3. Mathematics
Pre number concepts – Full/half/empty, left/right, Up/down, Light/heavy, more/less,
Same/different, Number names 1 to 20, Counting 1 to 80, What comes after, before and
between (1 to 50)

4. EVS

My Body, Sense organs, Keeping Clean, My Family, My House, Parts of a House, Types
of Houses, My School, Good manners in school, My Friends, My Computer, Uses of a
computer, Animals

Note: - There is no particular date/day as it is a continuous process in routine classes. Let your child
enjoy his/her childhood and learning.



BIRLA PUBLIC SCHOOL GANGANAGAR
CLASS- UKG
Session- 2022-23

Continuous Learning Evaluation Planner Term-II

Date Day Subject Rubrics Skills to be
Evaluated Topics

1
August,2022 Monday Mathematics

(Oral)

Spatial awareness

Reading,
speaking &
listening

The students will be evaluated by
showing numbers from soft toy
room, activity room and ball room.
They will be given numbers and
jumbo beads. They will be
counting the beads and tell the
colors too. They will be given real
time tools to evaluate pre-
mathematical conceptual
knowledge.

Analysis with numbers
Sequencing of numbers

Pre-mathematical conceptual
knowledge

Diverse Concept clarity from
same topic (Numbers)

Demonstration with numbers
and gestures

2
August,2022 Tuesday EVS

(Oral)

Gets involved in interaction

Reading,
Speaking,

listening and
understanding

skills

The students will be evaluated by
giving them pictoral hints.
Teacher will conduct a discussion
session and start conversation
about healthy and cleaning habits
and then the session will be
proceeded in computer lab and in
activity room.

Spontaneous response
Exploring real time tools

during sessions
Optimistic towards situations
Accuracy while delivering

thoughts
Self-awareness

Environmental Awareness
Cooperation & Collaboration

Adaptability
Life skills
Analysis

3
August,2022 Wednesday Hindi

(Oral)

Vocabulary

Reading,
speaking &
listening

ववदावार्ोि को वशकक दारा कुछ शब
वदए जा्ेंे और उन शबोि का उने
सही सिकेत के साा उचारर व् सिकेत
करके वदखाना होंाI ववधावार्ोि से
वशकक कववताओि का उचारर करने
के वलए कहा जा्ेंा I कववतावाचन-
पेड़लंाओ, वचवड़्ाघर, पारीमीी,
ंम्

Gestures
Reading and listening skills

Pronunciation

Rhymes

Picture recognition

Word & Sentence Structure
Expressions/Voice

Modulation
Relativity/ Accuracy
Ability to Reflect

Clarity
Vocabulary

4
August,2022 Thursday English

(Oral)

Pronunciation

Reading,
speaking &
listening

The Students will be evaluated
with soft alphabets, rhyming
words and a conversation video.
They will be asked to speak
rhyme with actions. Thereafter, a
conversation will be played and
students have to narrate the same
in their own words.

Spontaneous response
Clarity

Vocabulary
Ability to Reflect
Expressions/Voice

Modulation
Relativity/ Accuracy
Phonological

awareness
Gestures

Rhyming words

5
August,2022 Friday

Mathematics
(Written)

Concept clarity

Writing,
reading and

analytical skills

Pre number concepts –
Full/half/empty,left/right,
Up/down, Light/heavy, more/less,
Same/different, Number names 1
to 20, Counting 1 to 80, What
comes after, before and between

Formation of numbers
Logical reasoning

Computational Skills
Pre-Mathematical Concepts

Spatial awareness



(1 to 50)Analysis
Reasoning & Logical

Recreation

8
August,2022 Monday

English
(Written)

Phonological awareness

Writing and
reading

Cursive letter ‘Aa’ to ‘Hh’, Short
vowel sound ‘a’, ‘e’, Use of ‘a’
and ‘an’

Sequential rhyming
Grammar

Creative Expressions
Ability to Reflect
Phrasal Awareness

Accuracy in word building

9
August,2022 Tuesday Hindi

(Written)

Formation of words

Writing and
reading

दो, तीन, चार वर् वाले शब, 'आ', 'इ'
की माता वाले शबAccuracy in forming words

Phonological Awareness
Vocabulary

Phrasal Awareness
Accuracy in Sentence

Structure
Creative Expressions
Comprehension

Organization/ Sequencing

10
August,2022 Wednesday EVS

(Written)

General awareness

Writing,
reading,
speaking,

listening and
understanding

skills

My Body, Sense organs, Keeping
Clean, My Family, My House,
Parts of a House, Types of
Houses, My School, Good
manners in school, My Friends,
My Computer, Uses of a
computer, Animals

Spontaneous response
Manners and Etiquettes
Analytical thinking skills

Cooperation & Collaboration
Adaptability
Life skills
Analysis

Group discussion


